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Dosa, a Korean Mastiff breed, is dignified, easy going, 
good natured, intelligent and loyal. The gentle giant 
enjoys being with others. It tends to ‘lean’ on its 
favorite people, like a huge lapdog. 
 
We chose the Dosa dog as our protocol’s mascot 
because of these characteristics. They represent the 
core values of the project, collaboration and support. 
We say that Dosa “democratizes green candles” 
because it enables communities of other projects to 
get attention and transaction volume on the projects 
they feel most passionate about.
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Nothing is more thrilling than a big green candle in a 
crypto project you are invested in. 

One massive buy can kickstart a rally in any given 
coin, as holders, and non-holders, recognize that 
someone or something has posited a big valuation on 
the project. Besides the excitement from potential 
financial gains, there is also a satisfaction in seeing a 
project you believe in, get the attention it so deserves.

With over 20,000 cryptocurrencies in circulation, and 
that number growing daily; getting exposure on a 
specific project is becoming harder over time. Dosa 
grants teams and communities the power to bring 
that sought-after attention to their projects.

WHY DOSA
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The Dosa Bomb is a DeFi wallet-integrated tool that entitles 
Dosa Fuses to vote on where the Dosa Bomb Wallet is spent. 

WHAT IS DOSA BOMB
dosa.finance/dosabomb
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The Bomb Wallet gradually builds for a preset number of days 
from a tax on transaction volume as the $Dosa token is traded. 
Each Dosa Bomb has 4 Contender projects that are vying to
receive the Dosa Bomb buy.

Whichever Contender has the most votes when the Bomb
Round closes will receive the full amount of the bomb, in the
form of BNB swapped for their token. This buy is then 
claimable by the Dosa Chiefs at the time of the buy.

“Dosa Chiefs” are the top 100 wallets that hold the most
$Dosa at the time of the Dosa Bomb’s completion. Each Dosa
Chief is entitled to an equal share of the Bomb’s buy.
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(4 coins per bomb)

$DOSA BALANCE 
(minimum 100.000 to vote)
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BOMB WALLET 
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+1 vote every NFT
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0x95ad61b0a150d79219dcf64e1e6cc01f0b64c4ce

0x761d38e5ddf6ccf6cf7c55759d5210750b5d60f3

0x4d224452801aced8b2f0aebe155379bb5d594381

0xcf0c122c6b73ff809c693db761e7baebe62b6a2e

View previous Bombs In progress
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3200

3456

2908

5644

3456

3200

2908

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE
CLAIM TOKEN CHECK

DOSA 
BALANCE

NFT 
BALANCE

YOUR 
VOTES

Bomb closed InBomb n° Status

1,345,543 15 4

05        21         45
DAYS HOURS MINUTES

Shiba Inu

Ape Coin

Dogelon Mars

Floki

Dosa WebsiteMint NFT
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10.000 NFT COLLECTION TO DOMINATE THE DOSA BOMB
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Dosacrats are the Dosa Protocol’s NFT line. Each Dosacrat is 
unique art, generated randomly by computer, in profile 
picture style, in the form of a Mastiff character. 

Become a member of the “Dosacratic Parliament” to gain 
influence over the Dosa Bomb. While being a Fuse entitles a 
holder to their vote, Dosacrats boost the number of votes a 
Fuse gets. 

Welcome to the Dosacracy.

Each Dosacrat NFT grants the Fuse to one extra vote in the 
ongoing Dosa Bomb. The more Dosacrats you hold, the more 
votes you get! 

For example, if a wallet holds 100,000 $Dosa tokens, and 3 
Dosacrat NFTs, that holder is entitled to 4 votes in the Dosa 
Bomb. If a wallet holds 400,000 $Dosa tokens, and 1 Dosacrat 
NFT, that holder is entitled to 2 votes in the Dosa Bomb.

WHY DOSACRATS
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$DOSA has a limited supply of 1 billion 
tokens that cannot be inflated, and no 
further $Dosa tokens will be “minted.” 

The $Dosa smart contract includes a 
“tax” which is automatically pulled from 
each transaction in the amount of 7%. 
The tax funds the liquidity pool, the 
treasury (or “bomb”) wallet, 
maintenance and marketing.

A technical breakdown of the Dosa 
smart contract can be found in the 
following SolidProof audit: 
https://github.com/solidproof/projects/
tree/main/Dosa

DOSA TOKENOMICS

Name
Ticker

Total Supply
Contract address

Network

Dosa
$DOSA
1,000,000,000

0xbC93891CF9aBC3F8124B2eCE3727E208C4236C58

Binance smart chain

BUY/SELL FEES 7%

4
MAINTENANCE  

AND MARKETING

% 3
DOSA BOMB

%
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The only function of the $Dosa token, or Dosa NFTs, is to enable 
holders to vote in the Dosa Bomb. Holding $Dosa should not be 
considered an investment. No statements made in this 
document, nor any Dosa communication channels, nor by any 
Dosa “community members” or holders, should be considered 
financial advice. $Dosa holders should not expect any “return on 
investment,” nor that the “Dosa team” will work to provide value 
to their holdings.

A crypto project being listed as a “Contender” in the Dosa Bomb 
should not be considered financial advice. Dosa has no decision-
making capacity or authority in any of the “Contenders” in the 
Dosa Bomb. Dosa does not vet the Contenders’ teams, contracts, 
missions, or communities. The winner of the Dosa Bomb is 
chosen solely by which Contender receives the most votes, and it 
is not to be taken as an indication that the winner is a “good 
investment.”

DISCLAIMER
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The “Dosa Team” are anonymous and pseudonymous developers and computer programmers. 
The Dosa Protocol is decentralized, and bigger than any particular individual or team.


